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The future of classical music is dependent on those of 
us in the music industry introducing the music to the 
widest audiences possible. We can no longer rely on 
the traditional channels alone but need to be proac-
tive in reaching out and this needs to include under-
served communities as well, whether they be compos-
ers, teachers, or students. These efforts will hopefully 
enable us to not only capture the imagination of future 
musicians, but more importantly bring greater depth 
to the diversity of classical music. For too long classical 
music has been defined by a very singular profile, and it 
is our intent to broaden this as much as possible. 

We feel these actions must start in early education, 
namely elementary and secondary schools. Students 
at this age have a natural love of music, and music en-
courages students to work together and look past dif-
ferences. Unfortunately, music programs have been 
the greatest casualty of state budget cuts which has 
only limited access to an ever more narrow group  
of participants. 

For our part, we at Carl Fischer are taking several efforts 
to increase inclusivity, and I encourage you to refer to 
Page 6 for two examples of actions we are taking.  We 
want to help music teachers who are trying to make 
a difference and instill the love of music in students 
that may not have otherwise been included. We also 
believe that for classical music to benefit from the 
richness that diversity can encourage, the music 
itself must come from various backgrounds, and 
that is why we are seeking music from various cul-
tures by opening up submissions to anyone who 
would like to contribute to the educational band 
and orchestra repertoire.

In addition, with an eye towards diversifying the 
makeup of composers in the field, we’re looking 
for an impactful program dedicated to support-
ing young composers from underrepresented 
groups, and we welcome suggestions from the 

community.

We’re excited to be part of the change we want to 
see happen in classical music. We hope you’ll join us 

on this journey.

—Sonya Kim
CEO, Carl Fischer
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PROGRAMMING 
FOR SUCCESS

 

Successful programming and performing begins with planning. The aver-
age band director has to organize their programming centered around 
two to four concerts a year, and we have something for all of them. We’ve 
split up our recommendations for band music with this in mind, grouping 
pieces not only by level but by function in the school year as well. Pieces 
especially suitable for festivals, which require more practice, are grouped 
together, in contrast to easier holiday selections to fill out the semester. 
We hope to make your job as a director easier by providing you with the 
type of repertoire you need at a level that works for your ensemble.

Given Carl Fischer’s long history and extensive catalog of band works, we 
have a wide variety of genres of band music to choose from. Sometimes 
you need an iconic cornerstone work to teach “the classics” juxtaposed 
with a fun, whimsical piece with a big percussion section! We understand 
that you need slow lyrical pieces contrasting with fast-paced tour-de-force 
pieces. We know you need marches, and we have tons to choose from, 
from Fillmore to Sousa, to Osterling’s entire collection. 

Carl Fischer. Helping Educators and Musicians Shine.
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2019-2020 
NEW MUSIC FOR CONCERT BAND

Grade 1
Cadets’ Cavalcade Joseph Compello.................. BPS124

Pop! Pop! Pop! arr. Andrew Balent ..................... BPS125

Ceremony of Peace Joseph Compello ............... BPS126
Elephant Peter Sciaino ......................................... BPS127
Start Your Engines Peter Sciaino ....................... BPS128
Belvidere Park Andy Bruhn ................................ BPS129
Kolomoki R. Carter................................................ BPS130

Grade 1½
Ghost Chasers Joseph Compello .........................FPS156
Tag Team Andrew Balent ......................................FPS157

Grade 2 – 2½
Lamplight Village Chris Campbell ...................... YPS216
Hope Remains Within Zachary Cairns .............. YPS217
Paradigm Shift Joseph Compello ....................... YPS218
Trek to the Summit William Harbinson ............ YPS219
The Elven Eleven Chris Campbell ....................... YPS220
Dancing Clarinets Andrew Balent ...................... YPS221
Chips, and Salsa Too Ed Kiefer ........................... YPS222
Christmas Carol Trilogy  

Michael J. Miller, Russell Robinson .................. YPS223

Grade 3 – 3½
An Arizona Celebration Andrew Balent ............ CPS229
Bay Shore Park (March) Joseph Compello ........ CPS230
Better Angels William Harbinson ....................... CPS231
Eight Nights of Light Jonathan Leshnoff ........... CPS232
Fanfare: Generation Next  

Zachary Cairns.................................................... CPS233
Chasing Mercury Travis Weller ........................... CPS234

Grade 4 and up
Water Reflections Yukiko Nishimura ...................SPS83
Victory William Harbinson ......................................SPS84
Blue Horizons Jeremy Martin .................................SPS85
The Hornet’s Nest William Harbinson ..................SPS86
Elegy for a Firefighter Jeremy Martin...................SPS87
Diamond Reflections Jeremy Martin ....................SPS88
Dive! Nicholas Costanza ..........................................SPS89
Unease Nicholas Costanza ......................................SPS90

ICONIC & CORNERSTONE 
PROGRAMMING

Performed frequently and worldwide, these are the 
classics of the band canon. Newly engraved and 
thoroughly edited for the first time.

Pageant Vincent Persichetti  .....................................J512 
Canzona Peter Mennin  .............................................J542

Carl Fischer. Helping Educators and Musicians Shine.
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WE WANT TO SEE YOU SHINE

From conversations on social media to think-pieces on popular blogs to discussions 
at international industry conventions, recent years have brought a heightened 
awareness of diversity to the classical music community. We want to be part of the 
wave that makes change in the world. This change will not happen overnight, but we 
believe that if every organization and every individual contributes, we can and will 
drive progress. We’ve created two measures based on our research that we believe 
will be the most impactful. Read more about how we came to these measures at 
carlfischer.com/diversity. Let’s work together!

$1000 WORTH OF REPERTOIRE  
AND METHODS
Here at Carl Fischer Music, we believe 
that diversity in classical music starts 
with early education, and we are inspired 
by the power that educators have to 
lift up students of all kinds. That’s why 
we’re excited to announce that we will 
award ten diversity grants of $1000 of 
repertoire and methods to ten U.S. 
school music programs with concrete 
plans to support the underrepresented 
young musicians in their communities. 
How could $1000 of repertoire and 
methods free up funds in your budget 
for diversity measures?

It could be helping out with instrument 
rental or private lessons, providing 
students with method books, kicking 
off a tutoring program, or setting up a 
mentorship program to promote career 
awareness at your school—you tell us! 
Let’s start this journey together.

Find out more details about how to 
apply at carlfischer.com/diversitygrants

CALL FOR COMPOSER SUBMISSIONS

We want to hear your works for edu-
cational orchestra and band. We’re all 
about everything educational reper-
toire, so show us what you got!

Learn how to submit your compositions 
at carlfischer.com/submissions

We’re excited to announce that our top 
tips for writing for educational orches-
tra and band will go public in early 2020. 
Completely FREE and open to the public 
online, it will give composers the nitty-
gritty info they need to navigate writing 
for these educational ensembles.

For composers, their first experiences 
with composition may not come un-
til middle or high school age. With an 
eye towards diversifying the makeup of 
composers in the field, we’re excited to 
be on the lookout for an impactful pro-
gram dedicated to supporting diverse 
young composers, and we welcome 
suggestions from the community.
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Path to Victory

Sean O’Loughlin

Majestic and sweeping, Path 

to Victory contains all of the 

aspects of Sean’s composi-

tional style that have made 

his pieces so extensively 

used by bands at all levels. 

This is a strong choice for 

contest or festival perfor-

mance.
BPS71 - Grade 1

Armed Forces on Parade

arr. Andrew Balent

A striking medley, in march 

tempo, of tunes associated 

with the Armed Services. In-

cluded are: Anchors Aweigh; 

The Caisson Song; The Ma-

rines’ Hymn and The U.S. Air 

Force Song.

YBS44 - Grade 2
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Hands Across the Sea

John Philip Sousa arr. Andrew Balent

Scaled down sensitively and carefully 

for the younger band. Inspired by the 

friendship between the United States 

and their allies overseas, the touching 

patriotism and bold happiness of this 

work will make your group shine.

CPS114 - Grade 3
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Blue Horizons

Jeremy Martin

Blue Horizons is a tuneful and 

jaunty woven tapestry of the 

U.S. Air Force Song (Off We Go) 

and A Toast to the Host (the 

bridge of The Air Force Song) 

with 
additional 

melodies 

from: Lord, Guard and Guide 

(the Air Force Hymn), Air Force 

Blue, and Those Magnificent 

Men in Their Flying Machines.

SPS85 - Grade 5 
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On the Mall 

Edwin Franko 

Goldman/ed. Lisk

Complete edition with built-in 

audience participation! This ed-

ited version of the original has 

corrected parts and modern 

instrumentation 
adjustments, 

but is not simplified. A true au-

dience favorite!

J750 - Grade 5

PROGRAMMING SUGGESTIONS 
FOR PATRIOTIC & BAND MARCHES

Time to show some spirit! These marches will put some pep in your step.
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In the months following the death of the 
composer Michael Colgrass, the many 
people whose lives his music touched have 
shared what made him special, and the 
many accomplishments of his life—the 
Pulitzer Prize, for his piece for Percussion 
Quartet and Orchestra Déjà Vu, or his hugely 
popular work for Wind Ensemble, Winds of 
Nagual, which has been called “perhaps the 
greatest major work to be written for wind 
band in the 1980s, and even the entire last 
quarter of the 20th century,” for example.

The following quotes from a 1974 issue of 
the New York Times show us just what a 
special musician he was, in his own words to 
David Maslanka.

IN MEMORIAM: 
MICHAEL COLGRASS
April 22, 1932 – July 2, 2019

Composing is finding
what you are musically

and being it.

Colgrass wrote, “Composing is finding what 
you are musically and being it. It takes time 
to find it in yourself, a lot of work goes into 
that, a lot of living as well as writing. Once 
you get a finger on what really makes you 
different from others you start really com-
posing for the first time. The feeling is im-
mensely satisfying. I think it is the deepest 
fulfillment an artist can have.”

“I see the composer as a person not separate 
from life and community but indigenous to 
it. How to bridge the gap that has developed 
between the artist and people is the biggest 
challenge I know, but I find that the more I 
reach out to people the less indifferent they 
are to the artistic experience. The responsi-
bility to overcome indifference is mine, too, 
and is a way to keep me from becoming in-
different, which is the deepest guilt an artist 
can feel.”

His wife Ulla Colgrass said he wouldn’t want 
people to mourn his loss, but rather con-
nect with the joy he tried to spread through 
his music.
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CONCERT & FESTIVAL 
PROGRAMMING SUGGESTIONS

Inception
Joseph Compello
Using only six notes and basic rhythms, 
Inception, or “the starting point,” is an 
exciting introduction to performance 
music.
PPS3 - Grade ½

Ceremony of Peace
Joseph Compello 
Strong wind parts complement  the 
sounds created by the percussion for a 
distinctive ceremonial effect. An impres-
sive work for elementary bands.
BPS126 - Grade 1

Expressions
Bill Calhoun 
Inspire your young students’ sense of 
expressive musicality with this heartfelt 
composition for beginning band.
BPS75 - Grade 1

Primal
Sean O’Loughlin
Primitive, guttural and aggressive. Point-
ed dissonances, angular rhythms and at 
times more biting harmonies.
FPS136 - Grade 1½

Danza de España
Carol Brittin Chambers
A lively piece depicting a traditional 
dance from Spain. A colorful contrast-
ing work for concerts or contests and 
younger players. 
FPS123 - Grade 1½

For Our Heroes
Alan Lee Silva
Honor your town’s veterans, soldiers, 
firefighters and other service people 
with this dignified work.
YPS63 - Grade 2

The Elven Eleven
Chris Campbell
A quirky troop of pony-riding elves on a 
quest for adventure. Early students can 
work on intonation, articulation, and 
syncopation. 
YPS220 - Grade 2 

Sunchaser
Carol Brittin Chambers
This beautiful work describing the pas-
sage of one day is rife with musical im-
agery, highlighting the strengths of your 
young band so they’ll sound their best.
YPS192 - Grade 2

Hope Remains Within
Zachary Cairns
Pandora opens a jar (in seemingly more 
accurate translations) and releases nu-
merous evils, diseases and other pains 
into the world, but one thing remains 
within the jar: hope. This dramatic con-
cert selection encourages students and 
listeners to consider their own ideas of 
what hope is.
YPS217 - Grade 2

Lamplight Village
Chris Campbell
Lamplight Village evokes the peaceful-
ness and coziness of a fantasy-setting 
village in mid-evening. Great for concert 
or festival, this unique and gentle piece 
will give your young band a rich and ma-
ture sound.
YPS216 - Grade 2

The Old Red Mill
Brant Karrick
This programmatic work has a down-
home feel that is sure to connect with 
performers and listeners alike.
CPS111 - Grade 3.5

Bluebell
Yukiko Nishimura
Music by Yukiko Nishimura is some of 
the most sensitive music that we pub-
lish. This heart-warming composition 
exudes emotion and musical depth. A 
perfect way to improve the musician-
ship of young ensembles.
CPS227 - Grade 3.5

The Hornet’s Nest
William G. Harbinson
An energetic, florid melody is intro-
duced in the opening section and 
shared by various sections before the 
work settles to a quieter and slower 
passage. The quicker tempo then re-
turns for a brief development section 
and powerful close.
SPS86 - Grade 4

Time to get adjudication-ready. Are you ready for your close-up? Perfect pieces to show 
off just what you and your kids have accomplished this year.
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A TRIP AROUND THE EARTH 
& INTO THE GALAXY

Azimuth
Sean O’Loughlin
A great ensemble’s first concert, with beginning 
notes and rhythms. Both dramatic and heroic, the 
piece is fun to play with a multitude of teaching op-
portunities.

PPS48 – Grade ½

Inception
Joseph Compello
Meaning “the starting point,” Inception is a perfect 
beginning band using only six notes and basic 
rhythms, for fledgling musicians.

PPS3 - Grade ½

Night Fury
Carol Brittin Chambers
An imagining of mythological times, with images 
of dragons, castles, and legendary creatures. In-
fluenced by film scores, this epic, fast-paced com-
position is playable by young musicians.

BPS108 - Grade 1

Sailing into the Moon
Gary Fagan
A strong tuneful beginning band piece, was in-
spired by the image of a Windjammer sailing to-
ward the rising moon on the horizon. Students will 
enjoy learning and performing.

BPS116 - Grade 1

Night Flight
Bill Calhoun
Night Flight starts strong. The fearless-sounding 
melody lifts up players and audiences, and takes 
them on a flight into the night sky. Perfect for con-
test or festival performance.

FPS96 - Grade 1½

Northern Lights
Alan Lee Silva
This lovely piece featuring mallet percussion is 
evocative, distinguished and cleverly scored to 
help a young band sound its best. Contrast of natu-
ral minor and major modes is used very effectively.

FPS60 - Grade 1½

Galactic Episode
Jay Coles
Take a musical journey through time and space, 
both externally and internally. This is an energetic 
piece that will grab the attention of your students 
and never let it go.

YPS170 - Grade 2

Sunchaser
Carol Brittin Chambers
Sunchaser depicts the dawn of a new day, quickly launching into a 
spirited adventure full of energy and life. A beautiful work rife with 
musical imagery that students will love to play 
at Festivals.

YPS192 - Grade 2

Cosmic Expedition
Michael J. Miller
Take a musical journey far across the gal-
axy. Starting with bold brass fanfare fig-
ures over textural woodwinds and on to 
a sonic journey through a variation of har-
monic colors, timbral and textural shifts, 
this piece makes a great concert opener.

CPS216 - Grade 3

Winter Milky Way
Yukiko Nishimura
The contemporary elegance evokes 
vivid winter stargazing.  Very charm-
ing!

CPS208 - Grade 3

Early Light
Carolyn Bremer
Based on our national anthem, 
which gives the piece its title as well 
as much of its musical content, Early 
Light is also tribute to baseball, the 
“national pastime.”

SPS3 - Grade 4 

Burst
Sean O’Loughlin
A tour de force concert opener (or 
a striking closer), this piece packs 
an incredible amount of music in 
a short period of time. Before you 
know it –wham! It’s over. One of 
O’Loughlin’s finest works to date!

SPS36 - Grade 5

Mother Earth
David Maslanka
David Maslanka’s short 3 minute fanfare inspired 
by a prayer by St. Francis of Assisi. is accessible 
and well within the reach of many high school 
groups. A real standard in the repertoire.

J754 - Grade 5

Take your band on an intergalactic voyage they’ll never forget!
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projectearth
Anasazi Legend
Joseph Compello
PPS15 - Grade ½

Return to Sterling Forest
Richard H. Summers
PPS28 - Grade ½

Belvidere Park
Andy Bruhn
BPS129 - Grade 1

Spring Unfolding
Peter Terry
BPS106 - Grade 1

Storm Chaser
Kevin Mixon
BPS69 - Grade 1

Wolverine Trail
Matthew R. Putnam
BPS118 - Grade 1

Danza de España
Carol Brittin Chambers
FPS123 - Grade 1½

Rise of the Falcon
Robert L. Lee
FPS116 - Grade 1½

Softly Speaks the Night
Carol Brittin Chambers
FPS134 - Grade 1½

Ancient Flower
Yukiko Nishimura
YPS156 - Grade 2

Beyond the Crest
Sean O’Loughlin
YPS215 - Grade 2

Chase the Horizon
John Pasternak
YPS197 - Grade 2

The Greenbelt at Dusk
Gabriela Musella
YPS161 - Grade 2

In That Quiet Moment
Grant Michel
YPS213 - Grade 2

Mountains of Mohon
Sean O’Loughlin
FPS67 - Grade 2

Rocky River Celebration
Laurie Lafferty
YPS139 - Grade 2

Sunchaser
Carol Brittin Chambers
YPS192 - Grade 2

Sundance
Carl Strommen
YPS91 - Grade 2

Whitewater Run
Ed Kiefer
YPS144 - Grade 2

Trek to the Summit
William G. Harbinson
YPS219 - Grade 2

An Arizona Celebration
Andrew Balent
CPS229 - Grade 3

Bay Shore Park
Joseph Compello
CPS230 - Grade 3

Rainbow in the Clouds
Carol Brittin Chambers
CPS224 - Grade 3

Bluebell
Yukiko Nishimura
CPS227 - Grade 3

The Grey Dawn is  
Breaking
James Meredith
CPS198 - Grade 3

Rainbow in the Clouds
Carol Brittin Chambers
CPS224 - Grade 3

Cedar Canyon Sketches
Carol Brittin Chambers
CPS157 - Grade 3½

Winter on Emerald Bay
Alan Lee Silva
CPS112 - Grade 3½

Early Light
Carolyn Bremer
SPS3 - Grade 4

The Hornets Nest
William G. Harbinson
SPS86 - Grade 4

Mangulina
Paul Basler
SPS25 - Grade 4

With Wind and Water
Brant Karrick
SPS80 - Grade 4

Water Reflections
Yukiko Nishimura
SPS83 - Grade 5

Mother Earth
David Maslanka
J754

It’s up to us to treasure the wonder of this great earth and protect it for future generations. 
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The Elven Eleven
Chris Campbell
A quirky troop of pony-riding elves on a 
quest for adventure. Early students can 
work on intonation, articulation, and 
syncopation. 
YPS220 - Grade 2 

Game of T-Bones
Carl Strommen
Feature your budding trombonists with  
this delightful novelty piece with great 
scoring.
YPS185 - Grade 2

Ghost in the Machine
George Sweet
This  introduction to minimalism com-
bines musical sophistication with a 
mechanized feel containing many inter-
esting sounds and textures.
YPS145 - Grade 2

Zombie Tango
James Meredith
This imagining of two zombies dancing a 
zombie tango is great for Halloween or 
anytime zombie fever grips your school.
YPS137 - Grade 2

Fun Programming Suggestions  
Young Musicians Will Love  

Beyond Halloween.

Phantasm
Sean O’Loughlin
Containing only whole, half and 
quarter notes in the winds and is 
less than an octave in range This 
piece is so mature and exciting, 
you won’t believe the grade level. 
Great for any level group.
PPS39 - Grade ½

The Gauntlet
Matthew R. Putnam
Bold yet accessible to young per-
formers with a limited range. 
Simple yet bold rhythms add 
excitement to melodic content 
present in every section. The 
percussion helps to drive the 
energy of the piece. A gong solo 
signals the knight’s triumph.
BPS115 – Grade 1

Night Fury
Carol Brittin Chambers
An imagining of mythological times, 
with dragons and other legendary 
creatures. This fast-paced composition 
is playable by young musicians.
BPS108 – Grade 1

Ghost Chasers
Joseph Compello
Get ready for some spooky fun. Ghost 
and Chaser form the two sections 
teaching counterpoint. Changing articu-
lations teach restraint and balance.
FPS156 - Grade 1½

Primal
Sean O’Loughlin
Primitive, guttural and aggressive. 
Pointed dissonances, angular rhythms 
and at times more biting harmonies.
FPS136 - Grade 1½

Ulterior Motifs
Matthew N. Putnam
Action film sounds create the mood of 
this fun and intriguing piece. Developing 
musicians will build their rhythmic skills.
FPS150 - Grade 1½

Dawn of the 
Spartans 
Sean O’Loughlin
This bold and forceful musical 
throwback is Inspired by Spartan 

movies of the past.
YPS184 - Grade 2½

Skullduggery
Gene Milford
This energetic piece contains musical 

twists and turns. Young bands will 
have fun perfecting their chro-
matic scales.
YPS164 - Grade 2½

Merry-go-Round
Yukiko Nishimura

This piece is delightful and memo-
rable, setting to music the joy of rid-

ing on a merry-go-round or carousel. 
Nishimura’s orchestration colors are 
unique and fresh with harmonic sensi-
bilities leaning toward Jazz.
CPS191 - Grade 3

Orion’s Sword
Alan Lee Silva
An evocative and mysterious open-
ing with heroic themes and cinematic 
scoring.
CPS69 - Grade 3

Ghost Run
Grant Michel
Spookiness abounds  in this intriguing 
composition written in a theme-and-
variations form. Melodic quotations 
from Dies Irae and the music of J.S. Bach 
add a slightly haunting nature.
CPS182 - Grade 3½ 

Gryphon
Tyler Arcari
This is a fresh new piece depicting the 
mythical Gryphon. Wonderful scoring, 
melodic vision and harmonic choices 
mark this piece as one to look for.
CPS165 - Grade 3½
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WINTER & HOLIDAY 
PROGRAMMING

In Time for the Holidays
Bill Calhoun
An arrangement of Jingle Bells  using 
only the first six notes of the B-flat con-
cert scale, lots of temple blocks, sleigh 
bells and slapstick make this piece fun 
and very playable.
PPS12 - Grade ½

Celebrating Chanukah
arr. Sandy Feldstein
Young bands will sound great on this 
medley of Chanukah tunes, including 
the familiar Dreidl Song and Chanukah, 
Oh Chanukah. Enjoy! 
BPS10 - Grade ½

Countdown to Christmas
arr. Joseph Compello
An absolutely charming medley of the 
songs Jolly Old St. Nicholas, Good King 
Wenceslas and Jingle Bells. Every section 
gets a chance to play the melody and a 
percussive clock effect ties it all together.
BPS8 - Grade ½

Carol of the Bells
Peter Wilhousky/arr. Carl Strommen
All of the sparkle of the original carol 
with some new twists. A great way to 
celebrate the holidays.
YPS135 - Grade 2

Chanukah: The Festival of 
Lights Overture
arr. David Bobrowitz
Three of the most beloved melodies 
associated with Chanukah, The Dreidel 
Song; Rock Of Ages and Chanukah, Chanu-
kah, are combined in this lively overture. 
Exceptionally nice!
YBS92 - Grade 2

Santa on Parade
arr. Gene Milford
Everyone loves a parade, even Santa. 
This crowd favorite combines three tra-
ditional Christmas songs in march style 
(Jolly Old St. Nicholas, Good King Wences-
las and O, Christmas Tree) with brief quo-
tations from famous marches.
YPS202 - Grade 2

Veni, Veni Emmanuel
Michael John Trotta
Already one of the most popular cho-
ral settings in the Carl Fischer Music 
catalog, Michael John Trotta’s setting of 
Veni, Veni Emmanuel has now been skill-
fully transcribed by James Meredith for 
band.
YPS201 - Grade 2½

Home for the Holidays
arr. Carl Strommen
This Robert Allen holiday classic is given 
a swingin’ big band type treatment. A 
classic must-have for your ensemble.
CPS169 - Grade 3

So Wondrous Bright
Carol Brittin Chambers
This fresh, unique take on a Puerto Ri-
can carol is infused rhythms and per-
cussion. It will make a strong statement 
at your next holiday concert.
SPS63 - Grade 4

Stars and Stripes for 
Christmas
John Philip Sousa & 
Robert E. Foster
Jingle Bells; Hallelujah Chorus; We 
Wish You A Merry Christmas and 
Angels We Have Heard On High 
are intertwined with The 
Stars And Stripes For-
ever in such ingenious 
and often amusing jux-
tapositions!
SPS18 - Grade 4

Holiday  
Portraits 
Sean O’Loughlin
A potpourri of Christmas 
favorites cleverly woven 
together with snippets 
of symphonic music fa-
vorites. Tributes to Tchai-
kovsky, Stravinsky, Gershwin, Bar-
tok and even Bernstein make this 
piece an ideal opener or closer for 
your holiday concert.
SPS28 - Grade 5

Dreidel Dance
Robert Thurston
Brighten the holidays with this 
lighthearted theme-and-variations 
mashup of The Dreidel Song and 
Hava Nagila. Both of these highly 
spirited tunes are run through a 
musically stylistic funhouse, culmi-
nating in a breathtaking flurry of 
high-speed energy. The flying 
technical passages may be 
challenging, but this whirlwind 
presentation is well worth the 
effort.
SPS76 - Grade 5

We’ve got just the right  
combo of familiarity and 

freshness to bring the joy of 
the season to your students, 

their parents, and to you! 
With selections that are fun, 

familiar, and easy to put  
together, you’ll be feeling 

festive in no time!
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Solos for Flute
Donald Peck 

ATF104

Top-Tones for the
Saxophone
Sigurd M. Raschèr – O2964

Arban’s Complete  
Conservatory Method
available for Trumpet – O21X 
Trombone - O23X 
and CC Tuba – O5553

Technical Studies 
for the Cornet
H. L. Clarke – O2280

Hyacinth Klosé  
Celebrated Method  
for the Clarinet
Simeon Bellison,  
Stanley & Naomi Drucker – O304

Yes, You Can!  
Survival  Guide for  

Teaching Strings
Stephen Benham – TXT13

Forty Progressive  
Etudes for Trumpet
Sigmund Hering - O3309

Sixty Selected Studies
Georg Kopprasch,  

ed. Michelle Stebleton 
O3054

MUST HAVE MET 
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Error Detection: Exercises for the 
Instrumental Conductor
Robert Spradling – JB92

The First Complete
Weissenborn

Ludwig Milde 
ed. Frank Morelli – WF223

24 Varied Scales and  
Exercises for the Clarinet
J. B. Albert, arr. Julie DeRoche – O99X

Melodious Etudes  
for Trombone
Books 1 & 2
Joannes Rochut

Book 1 – O1594X 
Book 2 – O1595X 
Book 3 – O1596

32 Rose Etudes
Cyrille Rose,  

ed. Melvin Warner – WF85

 HODS & STUDIES
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CN19052

YOU INSPIRE US!
Share how you shine and tag @CarlFischerMusic
for a chance to be featured on our social media

Carl Fischer. Helping Educators and Musicians Shine.
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